Software
Each measuring task can be solved with the help of the PROMESS SPC Software, which optimises the production of components and improves statistics through minimising the need to
reject bad parts. The PROMESS SPC Software offers instruments for individually plannable data
acquisition, subsequent process control and various visualisations of the measurement results.

Planning Module

Measuring Software

The software Planning Module is used for the creation of
check routines which allow data collection at the measuring station.

High-quality measurement software must be easy to use
and provide a meaningful presentation.

The subdivision into working and test procedures enables a
clear presentation of all work steps and measuring tasks of
a production part. For each measuring task, the characteristics and the sequence of their acquisition can be defined. In
addition to the input of various parameters, such as nominal
size and tolerances, further settings can be made for the
statistical process control or the automatic readjustment of
a machine.
The flexible parametrisation allows adaptation to different
company standards and customer standards. Test instructions
can be stored for each measurement step. This ensures
reliable control and enables intuitive operation.

The Measuring Software helps to capture a wide range of
measured values. It leads the operator step by step through
the measuring task. Subsequently, the measurement or the
completed sample can be evaluated. All measuring tasks
can also be automatically adjusted via an interface by e.g.
PLC control.
The results are output as a bar chart, in a table, in control
charts (with mean and scatter), as a histogram, probability
mesh or in an individually generated PROMESS sub-image.
The software displays as soon as preset limits have been
exceeded. In case of deviations, early intervention in the
production process is possible. This guarantees a smooth
process and reduces waste.
The measured values can be transmitted online to further
evaluation systems. Connecting to the PROMESS Process
Monitor, qs-STAT or a PPS system is also possible.
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Measurement finished – Component is sorted!
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Complementary Software
Screen Editor

Process Monitor

The program Screen Editor provides a measurement image
for each measurement step. This can be output as a photo
or graphics with the desired measured value information.
These individually generated measurement images are the
optimal supplement to every measurement data acquisition.

The software module Process Monitor evaluates the measurement data of many different production processes according
to statistical parameters and assesses them immediately.
This enables continuous monitoring of the quality-relevant
data. The display of the events on one or more screens is
individually configurable and thus allows for an optimal
overview.

By displaying a measurement image for each measuring step,
a graphical user guidance is made possible, which virtually
eliminates incorrect operation during the measuring process.

Services that might be of interest to you
Service
For each measuring task, our well-trained service engineers
create an individual test plan. After installation at the premises
of the customer, measuring processes can be supplemented
and expanded at any time.

Critical deviations can be detected and corrected immediately.

From the design period to the final
acceptance and after implementation of
our systems, we continuously provide
assistance for your requirements.

Training
The operation of the PROMESS software is no secret, so every
customer is free to program a process, a graphic or changes
themselves. Trainings take place at the customer's site or at
PROMESS in Berlin.
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